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The legacy of heroes are usually honored, and their names will inspire many future
generations after them. I do not find myself idolizing a specific hero, I feel that there is a certain
type of heroes in this world that deserve more attention. They are the militant supporters of the
working class. They seek to break the chains of those who are oppressed but yet are the main
workforce of society. They seek to combat evils that are so deeply rooted in our current society
that we are completely blinded by its atrocities. The precise reason of me admiring them is
because their acts of heroism were stifled, but they fought on with persistence. They refused to
give up even when their names and legacy are twisted by the malicious historical revisionism of
their opponents: the ruling class. I am proud to say I am not fooled by it; I admire those who
fought for the liberation of the working class.
Is it even remotely fair, or logical, for some in this world contributing little to society to
possess an unimaginably immense wealth? Should the masses of the working class be exploited
by the few who do nothing but enjoy their fruits of labor? Taking a real, hard look at the current
society, anyone possessing the right attitude can see that the system our current society is
operating under is one to be abolished, or superseded. The militant heroes of the working class
realize that, and are willing to fight for a better world for the collective mankind. They recognize
that the power of production, which is the core of society, should lie in the hands of those
directly operating and contributing to it, not those who seek to garner wealth through the labor of
others for their own self-interest.
They reject the passive actions encouraged by the ruling class do not work; the reason
why the ruling class encourage passive actions is because they know that they cannot go far.
Examples of those militant heroes include those who fought in the worker’s movement during
the Industrial Revolution in America. They were fighting for a better life for workers exploited,
and through blood and sweat they managed to at least achieve a portion of their goal. Those are
the forgotten heroes of the May Day. The reason why labor day is different in the United States
than rest of the world is because it was originally a day of break for workers made by the ruling
class to temporarily relieve class tensions, and only to crush their movement subsequently.
Up to this day, labor day still lies on September 5th instead of May 1st, a mark of
humiliation for the working class. Yet there are still fighters and heroes of the working class to
this day, continuing their everyday struggle in hope of a brighter future. I respect all of those
who participated in the struggle, and I will support and call solidarity with them with no sign of
hesitation.

